Write to your MP
Protect LGBT-inclusive education
There is a growing, highly organised protest movement against LGBT inclusive relationships and
sex education (RSE). This has been exemplified by the national coverage of protests at schools
around the country; in many cases teachers have been extremely intimidated and some have even
received death threats. In several cases schools have suspended lessons in response.
Please ask your MP to urge the Education Secretary to reconsider the requirement for
schools to take into account the religious background of their pupils when planning RSE
teaching.
The Department for Education should remove this requirement or provide clarity on this duty and
the scope of consultation schools are required to undertake. It must be made clear that this is not
an opportunity or invitation for parental veto or restriction of subject content.
MPs receive a lot of research and correspondence from campaigning organisations. When their
constituents also share these reports it shows that voters care about this issue.
You can use the below template to share the report and its findings and recommendations with
your MP; just enter your postcode to get started. Please consider taking the time to personalise it.
Let your MP know:
Why this matters to you
What you'd like them to do about it.
Any other interesting perspectives you may be able to offer on the issue.

Want to help?
Enter your postcode below to find your MP and send this letter to them:
Enter Postcode:
Find my MP

Petitions
Having written to your MP, why not sign one of our related petitions?
Read More
Northern Ireland/Welsh Assembly and Scottish Parliament
We don't currently have the functionality to send letters to AMs/MSPs through the NSS site.

Letters to MPs can be personalised to account for devolution. To write to your AM/MSP
please click here.
Read More

